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The Jewish Traveler

1994-02-01

what is there of jewish interest to see in bombay in casablanca where are the kosher restaurants in seattle how did the jewish

community in hong kong originate the jewish traveler hadassah magazine s guide to the world s jewish communities and

sights provides this information and much more

The Selective Guide for the Jewish Traveler

1972

what happens when jewish authors whether by force or of their own free will whether in reality or in the imagination travel

from one place to another jews and journeys explores what it is about travel writing that enables it to become a central

mechanism for exploring the realities and fictions of individual and collective identity

Jews and Journeys

2021-08-06

what is there of jewish interest to see in bombay in casablanca where are the kosher restaurants in seattle how did the jewish

community in hong kong originate the jewish traveler hadassah magazine s guide to the world s jewish communities and

sights provides this information and much more

The Jewish Traveler

1994

based on the volume of 24 hebrew texts of jewish travellers by j d eisenstein this volume begins with the ninth century the

text looks at the wandering jew a very real character in the great drama of history

The Jewish Travel Guide

1981-01-01

strangers in yemen is a study of travel to yemen in the nineteenth century by jews christians and muslims the travelers

include a missionary artist scientist rabbi merchant adventurer and soldier the focus is on the encounter between people of

different cultures and the chapters analyze the travelers accounts to elucidate how strangers and locals perceived each other

and how the experiences shaped their perceptions of themselves cultural encounter is among the most important challenges

of our time a time of global migration and instant communication today as in the past history provides a valuable tool for

illuminating the human experience and this scholarly work stimulates us to contemplate the challenge of cultural encounter for

it affects us all
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Jewish Travellers

1930

over the years the jewish travel guide has been essential reading for all jewish travellers as the world gets ever smaller and

more places became accessible they like everyone else are extending their travel horizons your business has sent you to

hong kong or cali and you want to find a synagogue the guide not only tells you where they are but also offers you a choice

you are five thousand miles from home in unfamiliar territory and want to know if the local fish is kosher the guide tells you

the answer you are searching for your roots in eastern europe and want to have a kosher meal the guide tells you where to

find one all your jewish travel questions are answered in the jewish travel guide

Jewish Travellers

2004

written for the traveler who needs information beyond what is provided in a general guidebook travel resources an annotated

guide introduces the reader to comprehensive and specialized travel literature and resources in this book author stephen

walker offers practical and accessible direction for anyone seeking detailed and valuable information on travel while also

instructing readers in ways to find information that may not be included in this guide organized by topic each topic begins with

information that is useful to new travelers so that anyone can begin with any topic without any previous knowledge of it

however the book also goes further so as to provide information useful to the seasoned traveler the wide variety of topics

related to travel provide many new and possibly overlooked opportunities even for veteran travelers and the works included

have been selected because of the depth with which each treats its subject matter in order to ensure that each resource is of

the quality that today s traveler demands

Jewish Traveler's Guide

2002-08-01

one of the most striking contemporary religious phenomena is the world wide fascination with judaism traditionally few non

jews converted to the jewish faith but today millions of people throughout the world are converting to judaism and are

identifying as jews or israelites in this volume leading scholars of issues related to conversion judaising movements and

judaism as a new religious movement discuss and explain this global movement towards identification with the jewish people

from germany and poland to china and nigeria

Strangers in Yemen

2020-12-16

the marranos were former jews forced to convert to christianity in spain and portugal and their later descendents despite

economic and some political advancement these conversos suffered social stigma and were persecuted by the inquisition in

this unconventional history yirmiyahu yovel tells their fascinating story and reflects on what it means for modern forms of
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identity he describes the marranos as the other within people who both did and did not belong rejected by most jews as

renegades and by most veteran christians as jews with impure blood marranos had no definite integral identity yovel argues

the judaizers marranos who wished to remain secretly jewish were not actually jews and those marranos who wished to

assimilate were not truly integrated as hispano catholics rather mixing jewish and christian symbols and life patterns marranos

were typically distinguished by a split identity they also discovered the subjective mind engaged in social and religious dissent

and demonstrated early signs of secularity and this worldliness in these ways yovel says the marranos anticipated and

possibly helped create many central features of modern western and jewish experience one of yovel s philosophical

conclusions is that split identity which the inquisition persecuted and modern nationalism considers illicit is a genuine and

inevitable shape of human existence one that deserves recognition as a basic human freedom drawing on historical studies

inquisition records and contemporary poems novels treatises and other writings this engaging critical history of the marrano

experience is also a profound meditation on dual identities and the birth of modernity

Jewish Travel Guide 2002

2002

as a rabbi and a convert i appreciate this book deeply for its sensitivity to the complex feelings of those who are exploring

paths to becoming jewish and for the deep love of judaism it conveys i will give it to every interfaith couple and recommend

that they give it to their parents it is wonderful rachel cowan co author of mixed blessings in the same knowledgeable

reassuring and respectful style that has made her one of the most admired writers of guides to jewish practices and rituals

anita diamant provides advice and information that can transform the act of conversion into an extraordinary journey of self

discovery and spiritual growth married to a convert herself diamant anticipates all the questions doubts and concerns provides

a comprehensive explanation of the rules and rituals of conversion and offers practical guidance toward creating a jewish

identity here you will learn how to choose a rabbi a synagogue a denomination a hebrew name how to handle the difficulty of

putting aside christmas what happens at the mikvah the ritual bath or at a hatafat dam brit circumcision ritual for those

already circumcised how to find your footing in a new spiritual family that is not always well prepared to receive you and how

not to lose your bonds to your family of origin sensitive sympathetic and insightful choosing a jewish life provides everything

necessary to make conversion a joyful and spiritually meaningful experience

Travel Resources

2009-08-28

beginning in israel mae e sander explores the interaction of ancient jews and romans in locations such as jerusalem masada

and the galilee through studying their monuments technology and wars the author explains why the jews nearly disappeared

from their original land by dispersing throughout europe north africa and the middle east

Jewish Travellers

1966
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the journey is at the heart of the jewish experience an anthology of jewish travel writing

The Jewish Travellers in the Twelfth Century

1980

robert young began his prolific filmmaking career while a student at harvard university where he majored in english literature

founded the harvard film society and with the help of several colleagues put together his first film about a boston factory

worker his reputation as a documentary filmmaker earned him a prestigious position with nbc and he has since worked within

and without the hollywood production system for five decades at age 80 robert m young continues to be actively involved in a

variety of projects as a commercially successful filmmaker and an independent artist in this compilation of 15 essays scholars

of both english literature and film analyze the aesthetic and thematic elements of young s many works among the films

examined are nothing but a man triumph of the spirit cortile cascino alambrista short eyes ballad of gregorio cortez

extremities dominick and eugene talent for the game roosters caught and human error the book includes an extensive

interview with young that provides a retrospect of young s life as a director cinematographer writer and producer a

filmography of young s work and a chronology of his life are also provided

Jewish Travel Guide

1994

this is a travel guide to israel that will help you to prepare spiritually for your visit

Asher Israelowitz's the Best Jewish Travel Guide to Israel

1994

provides an international forum for the exchange of ideas related to multiculturalism multi ethicity cross cultural perspectives

in literature the arts and politics integration versus cultural shock as well as racial ethnic and religious problems of the world

in the 21st century the editors hope that the articles selected for the volume will prove stimulating and inspiring to their

readers be they blooming researchers or specialists in anglophone literature culture linguistics and didactics part i literature

and culture part ii linguistics and methodology lccn 2017962609

The Hadassah Magazine Jewish Parenting Book

1989

we ve collected useful and memorable stories to produce the kind of sampler we ve always wanted to read before setting out

these stories will show you a spectrum of experiences to be had or avoided in hong kong back cover
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The Jewish Travel Guide, 1993

1993

historic front and back cover photographs of israeli prime ministers david ben gurion golda meir and yitzhak rabin will inspire

your israel journey a rare 1949 photo of golda meir is included within capture israeli sites memories and emotions write draw

include photos israeli keepsakes and stamps gift this slice of history israel journal to family and friends perfect for jewish and

christian tours to israel a special gift for israel birthright mission participants subtle page numbering makes it easy to track

important events and dates 150 pages lined high gloss cover 55 pound white paper and a strong spine

Becoming Jewish

2016-12-14

an author and subject index to selected and american anglo jewish journals of general and scholarly interests

The Other Within

2018-06-05

with a civil war looming in the near future klara who has been given the impossible task of tracking down their missing father

travels the new trans siberian railway encountering armies beggars and protestors

Choosing a Jewish Life, Revised and Updated

2007-08-07

the advancement and progression of migrant businesses has increased significantly in the globalized modern society as such

current research has emerged regarding the characteristics of transnational economic activities diasporas and transnational

entrepreneurship in global contexts is an essential reference publication for the latest material on the nature process and

outcome of migrant entrepreneurs economic activities expanding from their countries of origin to their countries of residence

featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as regional growth industrial development and employment generation

this book is ideally designed for researchers advanced level students practitioners managers and policy makers seeking

current research on how economic development can be encouraged and nurtured among ethnic entrepreneurs and

businesses

The Jewish Travel Guide 2001

2001-01-01

hong kong in the world provides innovative insight into the role of hong kong as a special administrative region of the people

s republic of china since 1997 in the global context this book looks into the institutional settings of hong kong in exercising its

external relations policies and specific bilateral relations with different political entities written as an introductory text it is
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specially designed for undergraduate students interested in chinese foreign policy hong kong s external relations and the para

diplomacy of sub national units

The Jewish Travel Guide

1975-01-01

a travel guide to the jewish caribbean and south america is a tremendous work encompassing history culture and modern

travel to some of the most important sites in these places this is a practical anecdotal and adventurous journey including

kosher restaurants cafes synagogues and museums plus cultural and heritage sites though many understand american jewish

history as beginning with the east european mass immigration of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries jews in the

americas planted roots as early as 1654 when twenty three jews fleeing the inquisition arrived in new amsterdam while the

european roots of american jews are often explored less discussed are the still vibrant jewish communities throughout the

caribbean and latin america explored here are the oldest surviving synagogue in the western hemisphere mikve israel in

curaçao the largest jewish community in the caribbean in puerto rico the three synagogues in havana cuba the israeli cafe in

cuzco peru near the historic inca site machu picchu and other jewish sites from buenos aires to mexico city also included are

general travel information and tips

Jewish Time-travel

2000

by the eve of the holocaust poland was home to the second largest jewish population in the world by war s end its jews had

been decimated and their culture all but destroyed the authors of this work revisit their roots to research a rumour that jewish

life is being rekindled in modern poland

Jewish Journeys

2006

Robert M. Young

2015-01-09

Israel--a Spiritual Travel Guide

1998
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Cross-Cultural Perspectives in Literature and Language

2017-12-28

The Jewish Travel Guide 1983

1983-03-01

Hong Kong

1996

Jewish Travel Guide 2003

2003

Israel Travel Journal

2017-01-25

Index to Jewish Periodicals

2005

Klara's Journey

2013

Diasporas and Transnational Entrepreneurship in Global Contexts

2016-12-28

Hong Kong in the World

2016-07-21
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Unified Jewish Religious Education Curriculum: For the individual

1983

Unified Jewish religious education curriculum

1983

Unified Jewish Religious Education Curriculum: Adolescent & adult groups

1983

Travel Guide to the Jewish Caribbean and South America, A

2010-09-23

Who Will Say Kaddish?

2002-06
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